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ABSTRACT 

Specificity of localized EMG responses during imagery was tested 

using Mahoney and Avener's (1977) internal and external imagery distinction. 

Three groups (internal, external, no imagery training) were composed of experienced 

weight trainers. Inexperienced weight trainers composed the fourth group (no 

imagery). 

EMG activity was recorded from the dominant biceps, triceps, and 

non-dominant triceps. Three physical bicep curls were followed by three imagery 

curls, under three weight conditions. One minute rests were provided between 

trials. Pre-imagery and post-imagery baselines were recorded. Imagery minus 

pre-imagery baseline (difference scores) were analyzed with two methods: 

Treatment by Muscle by Weight ANOVA and ANCOVA (physical scores covaried). 

No significant differences were found. 

Questionnaire analysis demonstrated: 1) control and vividness of imagery 

improved with weight increases and 2) trained imagers reported more vivid 

and controllable images. 

Correlational analysis between the questionnaire and physiological 

data indicated a lack of self-perception of EMG activation. 

viii  



CHAPTER 1 

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 

Enhancing physical performance is a concern of many individuals in 

the athletic realm. Physical practice and psychological training strategies 

have been incorporated extensively in training for elite performance. One of 

these psychological training strategies, mental practice, has proven to be quite 

beneficial in improving performance. The versatility of mental practice lends 

itself well to extensive use in psychological training programs. 

Mental practice has been defined as "The symbolic rehearsal of a physical 

activity in the absence of any gross muscular movements" (Richardson, 1967a, 

p. 95). The cognitive activity performed is generally in the form of mental 

pictures (e.g., visual reproduction of an event). Various techniques have been 

used successfully to incorporate mental practice. 

Mental practice alone has been used successfully in the learning of 

motor skills, e.g., dart throwing and basketball freethrow shooting (Vandell, 

Davis, and Clugston, 1943) at a variety of ages and skill levels. Combined with 

physical practice, mental practice may be even more beneficial. Trussell (1956), 

Clark (1960), and Egstrom (1964) found the combination of mental practice 

and physical practice to be the most effective learning method in the acquisition 

of a juggling task, basketball foul shot, and a novel ball striking task, respectively. 

1 
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Facilitation of learning is not the only use of mental practice. Performance 

enhancement following the use of mental practice has been observed (Lane, 

1980j Noel, 1980; Hall & Erffmeyer, 1983). It also has been successfully used 

in aiding the maintenance of optimal arousal levels of performance and enhancement 

of self efficacy (Suinn, 1980). 

The multiple uses and possible benefits of mental practice are without 

question. What is questionable, however, is why mental practice works and 

how to best achieve these effects. Many theories have been proposed as possible 

explanations. 

The "Ideo Motor" Theory 

The oldest and perhaps most controversial theory stems from the "ideo-

motor" principle proposed by Carpenter in 1894 (cited by Hale, 1982). Carpenter 

(cited by Hale, 1982, p. 379) suggests the occurrence of a specific or localized 

muscular activity during imagery. This principle suggests that "any idea that 

dominated the mind finds it expression in the muscles." In the book Movement 

and Mental Imagery, Washburn (1916) further supported this notion when attempting 

to explain the relationship between mental phenomena and overt movements. 

The "ideo-motor" principle suggests that the physiological activity that occurs 

during imagining an activity is essentially the same as that which occurs during 

actual performance of the activity, but at a lesser magnitude. 

The physiological concomittance of imagery has been studied through 

numerous modalities. Studies have demonstrated that imagery does indeed 

have physiological correlates, e.g., heart rate, respiration rate, galvanic skin 

response, and muscular tension (Lang, Kozak, Miller, Levin, and McLean, 1980) 
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and heart rate, skin resistance level, and muscle activity (Lichstein and Lipshitz, 

1982). More specifically relating to the "ideo-motor" principle is the physiological 

indice of muscle tension (electromyographic activity). If the "ideo-motor" principle 

is in fact true, muscular activity during imagery should occur in the same sequence 

and pattern as muscular activity during actual performance of an activity. 

However, the activity during imagery should occur at a subthreshold level. 

This phenomenon was demonstrated by Schwartz, Fair, Salt, Mandel, 

and Klerman (1976a). Schwartz et al., found that the patterning of facial muscle 

responses made it possible to differentiate between image content (happy or 

sad) when no overt facial expression was present. Recordings were obtained 

from the eyebrow and forehead regions (typically involved in producing a frown) 

and the mouth and jaw regions (involved in smile production). Images of sad 

content produced higher EMG readings in the eyebrow and forehead region while 

happy content images produced higher readings in the mouth and jaw regions. 

Schwartz et al. (1976b) further supported these findings. Sirota and Schwartz 

(1982) also found that facial EMG was sensitive to different affect (elation, 

depression, and neutral situations). 

Is imagery accompanied by specific localized muscle patterns? Research 

investigating the effect of imagery in other areas of the body is inconclusive. 

In 1929, Jacobson observed the physiological changes occurring during imagined 

bending of the arm (at the elbow). He found that the electrical changes occurring 

during imagining were considerably less, but identical in type to changes found 

during actual bending of the arm. 
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Taking these results a step further, Jacobson (1931) attempted to 

differentiate physiologically between imagining and visualizing. Subjects were 

given two different sets of instructions: "Imagine bending the right arm." and 

"Visually imagine bending the right arm." When subjects were asked to visually 

imagine bending the right arm, increased action potentials occurred in the ocular 

muscles, while imagining the movement produced increased potentials in the 

biceps brachii region. 

In 1980, Suinn found similar results to Jacobson (1929). Recording 

EMG activity from the legs of a skier during imagery of skiing a specified course, 

he found that muscle reactions during imagery peaked at appropriate times 

(e.g., a jump required in the course). 

Hale (1982) atempted to reproduce these earlier findings. Hale recorded 

EMG activity from the dominant biceps brachii and EOG (electrooculogram) 

activity from the eyes during imagery of a bicep curl of a 25 pound dumbbell. 

The EMG measured the amount of electrical discharge of the muscle fibers 

of the biceps brachii, while the EOG measured the amount of eye movement 

involved in imagining a bicep curl. Weight lifting experience, recency of lift, 

and imgery perspective (internal vs. external) results were analyzed. Hale partially 

supported Jacobson's (1931) findings. Internal imagery (imagining) produced 

localized neuromuscular activity in the biceps brachii, while external imagery 

(visualization) did not. Many possible explanations are available to attempt 

to explain why the external imagery situation did not produce localized activity 

in the ocular region. Perhaps the most important explanation being the fact 

that needle electrodes were used by Jacobson (1931), while that was not feasible 

in Hale's study. Perhaps comparisons cannot be made due to the different recording 
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methods. Other independent variables (experience and recency of lift), investigated 

by Hale, failed to demonstrate any statistical significance. 

Evidence opposing the "ideo-motor" principle was presented in 1938. 

Shaw recorded action potentials from a variety of body locations during the 

squeezing of a hand dynamometer. These readings were compared to readings 

obtained during imaging of squeezing the hand dynamometer. Shaw concluded 

that "there appears to be an increase in muscular action potentials for nearly 

all muscle groups tested during imagining of various tasks" (p. 215). Thus, during 

imagining, a generalized innervation of subthreshold muscular activity occurred. 

A meta-analysis of the mental practice literature supported this 1938 

conclusion (Feltz & Landers, 1983). The meta-analysis was performed to "allow 

a characterization of the tendencies of the research and also yield information 

about the magnitude of any differences between conditions" (p. 27). They concluded 

that: "It is Doubtful that Mental Practice Effects are Produced by Low-Gain 

Innervation of Muscles That Will be Used During Actual Performance" (p. 48). 

Feltz and Landers went on to state that increased muscle action potentials 

observed are more likely to be a result of general innervation of the whole body 

rather than a localized effect. 

Weaknesses in Research of 
the "Ideo-Motor" Theory 

Weaknesses in the research investigating the physiological concomitance 

of imagery may proivde some explanations for the inconsistency in reported 

findings. One plausible explanation is due to the difference in terminology 

used by researchers. Jacobson's (1929, 1931) subjects imagined an activity while 

Shaw's subjects imaged an activity. Can we assume that these two terms are 

equivalent? 
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Another possible reason for inconsistent findings is the fact that most 

subjects were not trained in imagery techniques. Since no formal training occurred, 

one can not assume that all subjects were performing the same activity. Perhaps 

in Shaw's (1938) study the term "image" was interpreted as a kinesthetic sensation 

for one subject, while being visual to another subject, while yet another subject 

interpreted it to be a fully reintegrated experience (visual, kinesthetic, auditory, 

tactile, etc.). Had subjects been trained to perform a certain type (internal, 

external, multimodal) of imagery, perhaps findings of the various researchers 

would be accepted more confidently and interpreted more easily. 

One last possible explanation should be proposed. Shaw (1938) proposed 

that during imagery a generalized muscular innervation occurs. This conclusion 

was reached after recording from various body areas during imagery of squeezing 

a hand dynamometer in the right hand. One note of caution must be mentioned 

in reference to Shaw's study. During imagery, Shaw found action potentials 

increased in the hand (right hand) squeezing the dynamometer, but also unexpectedly 

found increased activity in the left arm. However, comparing this finding to 

the physical data that Shaw collected, increased activity in the opposite arm 

was observed also during physical performance. Thus, the "ideo-motor" principle 

is still plausible, increased activity demonstrated in the physical performance 

was also observed in the imaged performance. One note of caution must be 

mentioned in reference to Shaw's study. Subjects physically squeezed the hand 

dynamometer with the left hand, while imaged squeezing it with the right hand. 

This possibly could have contaminated the results of this study. 
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In light of the scarcity of studies which have adequately examined 

the "ideo-motor" explanation of mental practice effects, more research is needed 

before this conclusion can be accepted unequivocally. Further, the differential 

effects of internal and external imagery need to be clarified. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the "ideo-motor" principle 

proposed by Carpenter in 1894 (cited by Hale, 1982). This will be accomplished 

by comparing EMG activity from the biceps brachii and triceps brachii muscles 

of the dominant arm with triceps brachii of the non-dominant arm and frontalis 

muscles, during imagery and actual performance of a bicep curl. Recordings 

from the dominant arm will test for a localization of activity while recordings 

from the non-dominant arm and frontalis muscle will test for a generalized 

effect. An attempt will also be made to find what effect imagining lifting 

different weights (light, moderate, and heavy dumbbell) and using a different 

trained imagery orientation (internal vs. external) has on muscular activity 

and support of the "ideo-motor" principle. This may help to explain why various 

findings occur when measuring imagery in the physiological realm. 

Hypotheses 

The hypotheses of this study are: 

1. EMG activity during imagery of a bicep curl will approximate EMG activity 

of the actual performance of a bicep curl, but at a lower microvolt level (amplitude). 

2. Internal imagers' EMG activity will be greater than external imagers' EMG 

activity during imagery. 
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3. During imagery, EMG activity of a heavy bicep curl will be greater than 

EMG activity of a moderate bicep curl, which will be greater than EMG activity 

of a light bicep curl. 

4. Experienced weight trainers will produce greater EMG activity during imagery 

than inexperienced weight trainers. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following terms were defined: 

Dumbbell weight: A hand weight used in weight training to train and measure 

bicep curl strength. 

Heavy dumbbell: Weight which is 60% of a subject's maximum curl strength. 

Light dumbbell: A five pound dumbbell. 

Moderate dumbbell: Weight which is approximately half way between the light 

and heavy dumbbell. 

External imager: A person who "views himself from the perspective of an external 

observer (much like in home movies)," (Mahoney and Avener, 1977, p. 137). 

Generalized neuromuscular activity: During imagery, a general muscular arousal 

(increased action potentials) of the entire body. 

"Ideo Motor" principle: Carpenter, 1894 suggested that "any idea that dominated 

the mind finds its expression in the muscles" (cited by Hale, 1982, p. 379). 

Imagery: A covert activity whereby a person experiences sensory-motor sensations 

that reintegrate reality experiences (Suinn, 1980). Imagery is a total re-experience 

of an activity. It may involve tactile, auditory, olfactory, visual, and muscular 

input. 

Internal imagery: Internal imagery "requires an approximation of the real life 

phenomenology such that the person actually imagines being inside his/her body 
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and experiencing those sensations which might be expected in the actual situation," 

(Mahoney and Avener, 1977, p. 137). 

Localized neuromuscular activity: During imagery, increased muscular action 

potentials in a specific area of the body. The area is that which is normally 

activated during physical performance of the activity. 

Mental practice: "The symbolic rehearsal of a physical activity in the absence 

of any gross muscular movements," (Richardson, 1967a, p. 95). Generally, a 

visual reproduction of an experience. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

Data for this research involved 23 male and 15 female students from 

the University of Arizona. Twenty-nine subjects were selected from Weight 

Training activity courses offered by the Department of Physical Education. 

Subjects enrolled in the weight training courses had received five weeks of 

weight training instruction prior to the start of the study (experienced weight 

trainers). The remaining nine subjects were selected from an Introductory Psychology 

course offered at the University of Arizona (inexperienced weight trainers). 

All subjects were chosen on the basis of their imagery ability. Twenty one 

of the experienced weight trainers had previously used imagery prior to the 

start of the study, while the remaining eight experienced weight trainers had 

not. The eight subjects chosen from the introductory psychology course had 

not previously weight trained (or been training within the last two years) or 

used mental imagery. Following the initial assessment of imagery ability, subjects 

indicating that they had previously used mental imagery received appropriate 



imagery training and practice. Experienced weight training subjects received 

nine sessions of physical practice. Therefore, the results of this study must 

be limited to populations of a similar ability range. 

One limitation of this study is the questionnaire developed to assess 

imagery ability. It is limited by the fact that subjects must subjectively assess 

their imagery ability. The major problem being the fact that identical answers 

on the questionnaire may in reality be quite different. The covert activity 

being measured is very difficult to evaluate objectively, thus subjective reports 

must be accepted. 

Other limitations characteristic in the field of psychology were possible 

in this study; namely, Rosenthal effect, Hawthorne effect, and subject motivation. 

The task itself (bicep curl) is also a limiting factor. The bicep curl 

is a simple strength task. This limits interpretation and comparison of these 

results to physical tasks such as complex coordinated motor tasks (e.g., golf 

swing). 

In addition to the above listed limitations, recording of physiological 

activity must be carefully evaluated. Location, size, and inter-electrode distance 

all play an important role in defining this limitation. Use of surface electrodes 

(recording muscle activity) in a given area of the body may provide physiological 

information about that specific area, and possibly other surrounding areas of 

little interest to the investigator. The use of needle electrodes may be more 

beneficial. Mono-polar needle electrodes detect the action of one or a few 

fibers, thus resulting in more specific information. However, this technique 

is inappropriate for use with human subjects. The data, however, should be 

interpreted and compared appropriately. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The review of literature is divided into the following topical areas: 

1) mental practice benefits, 2) mental practice variables, 3) mental practice 

theories, and 4) the physiological concomitance of imagery. 

Mental Practice Benefits 

The potential benefits and multiple uses of mental practice are without 

question. It has been used extensively to facilitate the learning and/or performance 

of motor skills. In these investigations, a variety of names have been used to 

refer to mental practice. Some of these are: imaginary practice or rehearsal, 

symbolic rehearsal, mental rehearsal, conceptualizing practice, introspective 

rehearsal, and imagery. 

The definition of mental practice varies from researcher to researcher. 

Corbin (1972) defines mental practice as the "repetition of a task, without observable 

movement, with the specific intent of learning" (p. 94). This definition limits 

the use of mental practice by specifically linking it to learning. "The symbolic 

rehearsal of a physical activity in the absence of any gross muscular movements" 

is the definition preferred by Richardson (1967a, p. 95). This definition is quite 

broad and may encompass many forms of cognitive activities (e.g. symbolic 

rehearsal, thinking of an action). In contrast to these broad, general definitions, 

Suinn (1983) has proposed the use of the term "imagery", which more specifically 

defines the mental activity performed. Imagery is defined as "a covert activity 

whereby a person experiences sensory-motor sensations that reintegrate reality 

11 



experiences" (Suinn, 1983, p. 512). In this sense, imagery of an experience is 

a more total retrieval of an experience. Thus, imagery involves more than 

just the visual reproduction of an event. It may involve tactile, auditory, muscular, 

visual, and olfactory input. 

The techniques used to incorporate mental practice vary. These have 

included undirected and directed mental practice through the use of movies, 

loop films, videotapes, reading mental practice instructions, and taped mental 

practice instructions. Various techniques may be beneficial to different skills. 

Wills (1970) found that type of instructions given before the task are as important 

or more important than the type of mental practice used. 

Investigations in the area of mental rehearsal have found many significant 

factors relating to its use. Even when there is no physical practice (PP), mental 

practice (MP) has been found to be beneficial in the learning of a variety of 

motor skills when compared to no practice (NP). For example, mental practice 

has been found to be beneficial in dart throwing performance and/or basketball 

free throw shooting (Vandell, Davis, & Clugston, 1943). Junior high school boys 

and college age males found that MP of dart throwing improved their performance 

scores (pre-test to post-test) based on 25 throws. High school males also showed 

improved basketball free throw performance scores (pre-test to post-test) after 

20 daily mental practice sessions, lasting fifteen minutes each. Twining (1949) 

also found ring tossing ability to be improved by MP. Subjects tossed rope rings 

(six inches in diameter) 10 feet at a target (a round wooden peg, one inch in 

diameter, and one foot high) for a total of 210 tosses. The amount of successful 

tosses out of 210 was used as the performance score. A pre-test to post-test 

design was used. Subjects were divided into three groups: 1) control group 

(NP), which consisted of a pre-test and post-test only 2) PP group, which performed 



the pre-test, twenty days of physical practice (70 tosses per day), and the post-test, 

and 3) MP group, which performed the pre-test, twenty days of mental practice 

(fifteen minute sessions daily), and the post-test. The NP condition produced 

no significant learning from the pre-test to post-test, the MP condition produced 

a 36% improvement in performance, and the PP condition produced a 137% 

improvement in performance. Thus, both MP and PP are possible ways of facilitating 

motor skill learning and/or performance. Ulich (1967) in a condensed review 

of literature, concluded that MP was beneficial in retention of motor skills 

(more specifically, finger and manual dexterity tasks). 

In combination with PP, MP is even more beneficial. The combination 

of MP and PP usually has had superior performance to those groups using only 

PP. This has been found in the learning of a two hand, three ball juggling task 

(Trussel, 1956) and the one hand basketball foul shot (Clark, 1960). To further 

test the effect of MP on learning, Egstrom (1964) developed a study incorporating 

a novel task. The task involved striking a ball with a wooden paddle held in 

the non-preferred hand, and attempting to change direction of the flight of 

the ball (90 degrees), directing it at a wall target 20 feet away. Egstrom found 

that both MP and PP were effective methods of acquiring motor skills, and 

that the combination of MP and PP was more effective than either method 

alone. 

Facilitation of learning and/or performance of motor skills are only 

two possible uses of mental practice. Other possible uses of mental practice 

will be discussed in the following section. Studies by Lane (1980), Noel (1980), 

and Hall & Erffmeyer (1983) demonstrate the use of imagery to enhance performance. 

These studies involve the use of Visuo-Motor Behavior Rehearsal (VMBR). VMBR 
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is an imagery rehearsal technique which involves relaxation prior to execution 

of imagery. Suinn (1980) states that: 

this type of mental rehearsal can be used to practice technique, to 
practice strategy, to practice general approach (e.g. being aggressive), 
to prepare so well for a difficult part of a course that the right moves 
are ingrained, to build confidence, or just to obtain a sense of being 
familiar with the course (p. 35). 

Brian Power Golf (Kirchenbaum & Bale, 1980) is another technique 

involving imagery which has been found to facilitate performance (more specifically, 

golf performance). Brian Power Golf (BPG) contains five components. These 

are: deep muscle relaxation, a planning checklist (one reviews a plan for each 

shot to be taken), imagery, positive self-monitoring (monitoring good shots), 

and positive instructional self statements (recalling positive aspects of the game). 

To enhance performance, imagery is used before and after each shot, and involves 

seeing and feeling the correct shot. 

Imagery is also used to aid in maintenance of optimal arousal levels. 

Performance is enhanced when optimal arousal levels are attained and maintained. 

If these optimal levels are not maintained, performance may deteriorate. Suinn 

(1980) found that imagery could be used to aid an athlete in reducing heart rate 

and respiration rate (physiological symptoms of arousal and stress). Various 

methods have been used to aid in maintainance of optimal arousal levels. Anxiety 

Management Training (AMT) is one method used to help individuals develop control 

over stress (Suinn, 1978). AMT uses imagery to aid in recognition of the early 

signs of stress. The individual is next trained in deep muscle relaxation. The 

final step involves increasing the individual's ability to use the relaxation technique 

when needed. Systematic desensitization is another method incorporating mental 

rehearsal to obtain optimal arousal levels. Imagery rehearsal is combined with 
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relaxation to help control stress. An individual imagines an aversive situation 

while attempting to remain relaxed (Wolpe, 1958). 

Imagery can also be used to enhance self efficacy. "For example, we 

have used visuo-motor behavior rehearsal with alpine skiers, who were to ski 

a slalom course where 'something unexpected' was to happen, but who were told, 

'You are quickly to adjust to it" (Suinn, 1980, p. 32). This technique is one of 

many used to enhance self efficacy. Coping with less than perfect conditions 

successfully in imagery may enhance self efficacy and lead to improved performance. 

Mental Practice Variables 

The length of the MP session is one factor which has been found to 

be important to the effect of MP. Twining (1949) suggests that subjects lose 

their ability to concentrate on a task after approximately five minutes. This 

may indicate that there is an optimal amount of time for MP sessions. Schick 

(1969) found that three minute MP sessions were more effective than one minute 

sessions. In a review of literature, Richardson (19676a, b) suggested that MP 

may be detrimental if MP sessions are too long. 

The optimal schedule for MP appears to be a distributed practice schedule. 

Start (1960) found that alternating PP and MP facilitated learning. Gilmore 

and Stolurow (1951) found that massing MP resulted in a significant negative 

effect. 

The ultimate effectiveness of MP may be dictated by the nature of 

the task. The cognitive-motor hypothesis suggests that MP effects are mainly 

due to the cognitive aspect of a motor skill. Thus, the more task performance 



is dependent on the amount of cognition involved in learning and/or performance 

of a task, the more effective MP will be. Wrisberg and Ragsdale (1979), Ryan 

and Simmons (1981), and Ryan and Simmons (1983) found that skills predominantly 

cognitive are facilitated more by MP than predominantly motor skills. 

The "type" of imagery used and ability of the subject to image with 

vividness and control are also two areas of concern which may influence the 

effectiveness of MP. The first area deals with orientation of the subject. A 

distinction between an external imager and an internal imager has been made. 

Mahoney and Avener (1977) state: 

In external imagery, a person views himself from the perspective of 
an external observer (much like in home movies). Internal imagery, 
on the other hand, requires an approximation of the real life phenomenology 
such that the person actually imagines being inside his/her body and 
experiencing those sensations which might be expected in the actual 
situation (p. 137). 

In the same study, Mahoney and Avener explored the relationship of imagery 

perspective and athletic performance of Olympic gymnasts. The successful 

gymnastic finalists all reported that they used imagery extensively, however, 

the better athletes reported internal images rather than external images. 

One must be careful when interpreting these results since the study was 

performed retrospectively. Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles (1979) found 

no difference in imagery perspective between less and more skilled collegiate 

racquetball players. Epstein (1980) also examined this relationship and found 

no significant differences in dart throwing performance of subjects under 

internal and external imagery instructions. Epstein believes that this may 

be due to the fact that the individuals' images varied greatly and thus could 

not accurately be classified as external or internal images. This notion 

was previously postulated by Short (1953) and Sheehan (1967). 
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The second area of concern is vividness and control of image. Start 

and Richardson (1964) found that subjects with the greatest control and vividness 

of images performed best. This was replicated in 1979 by Meyers et. al. When 

studying collegiate raquetball players, researchers found that better players 

have more clarity in imagery and report less difficulty in control of images. 

Successful wrestlers also were found to have more vivid images than unsuccessful 

wrestlers (Highlen & Bennett, 1979). White, Ashton, and Lewis (1979) and Mahoney 

and Avener (1977) found no significant differences. These factors may be important 

in terms of practical application, but the research is not entirely conclusive. 

Another factor, relaxation, has been found to improve the effects of 

MP. Relaxing prior to imaging appears to be very beneficial. Kolonay (1977) 

found that VMBR led to an increase in free throw percentage accuracy. The 

group with VMBR training performed significantly better than groups receiving 

only relaxation training or mental rehearsal. Bauer and Craighead (1979), Lang 

(1977), and Suinn (1976) found that initially relaxing improved clarity and vividness 

of images. In 1980, Lane performed a study comparing a VMBR group and relaxation 

training only group. No significant differences were found but a trend in favor 

of the VMBR group was reported. Lane also reports that subjects did not feel 

that the relaxation itself was of much help in improving their performance. 

Gray, Haring, and Banks (1984) suggest a range of arousal may be most conductive 

to mental rehearsal. If the physical activity requires speed and strength, the 

mental rehearsal may require increased arousal levels to be more conducive 

to practicing the physical activity. 

Skill level of the subject may be an important factor in MP, but the 

studies provide no definite conclusion. Clark (1960) found that novice and junior 

varsity basketball players benefited more from mental practice than varsity 



players. In the case of the junior varsity players, the MP benefit was almost 

equal to the PP benefit. Start (1962) found that subjects with higher games ability 

used MP more effectively than lower games ability subjects. Start and Richardson 

(1964) found no significant differences in the relationship between motor skill 

ability and MP ability. The evidence does not seem conclusive at this point in 

time. 

Experience of the learner at the task tends to be a factor when complex 

skills are being learned and/or performed (Phipps, 1968). "In other words, mental 

practice may facilitate the performance of simple tasks even without prerequisite 

experience, but experience is essential prior to MP designed to improve performance 

of complex skills," (Corbin, 1972, p. 109). 

Recently, Feltz and Landers (1983) reviewed the MP literature. A meta

analysis was performed to "allow a characterization of the tendencies of the 

research and also yield information about the magnitude of any differences between 

conditions" (p. 27). The meta-analysis examined 60 studies (with a total of 146 

effect sizes). Three major results were found. The analysis found that 

methodological and subject characteristics did not make a large difference in 

terms of the outcome of the study. The analysis did find a significant difference 

between published and unpublished studies. The published studies had a significantly 

larger effect size (more than twice as large) than unpublished studies. Feltz 

and Landers hypothesized that the design and execution of the published studies 

was better than the unpublished studies. Another possibility is that due to weak 

results, the unpublished studies were not submitted for publication. The last 

major finding was that cognitive tasks had a much larger effect size than tasks 

which were mainly motor or strength. They also found that the large effects 
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of cognitive tasks were "most often achieved in a relatively short practice session... 

and with only a few trials... compared to motor and strength tasks," (Feltz & 

Landers, 1983, p. 45). 

From the results of this meta-analysis, Feltz and Landers propose four 

underlying propositions, these are: 

Proposition I: Mental practice effects are primarily associated with 

cognitive - symbolic rather than motor elements of the task. 

Proposition II: Mental practice effects are not just limited to learning. 

Proposition III: It is doubtful that mental practice effects are produced 

by low-gain innervation of muscles that will be used during actual 

performance. 

Proposition IV: Mental practice functions to assist the performer in 

psychologically preparing for the skill to be performed. 

Methodological Problems in Mental Practice Research 

In 1982, Weinberg reviewed the research in mental practice. He referred 

to several methodological problems in the MP literature. The first problem is 

"determining what subjects are really thinking when given MP instructions," 

(Weinberg, 1982, p. 102). Researchers must rely on self report methods and 

questionnaires to acquire this information. Another problem related to this is 

the amount of time subjects use mental practice. Subjects may practice more 

or less than instructed to and again the researcher has a difficult time determining 

if the independent variable (as operationally defined) caused the change. 

Motivation could be another problem. Weinberg (1982) states, "Most 

MP experiments were not adequately designed to control for the effects of 
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experimenter bias and other related factors affecting the motivation of subjects" 

(p. 102). The Hawthorne effect and/or the Rosenthal effect may be occurring 

at any time. 

Weinberg went on to discuss a number of factors which have already 

been defined. Such as, the effectiveness of mental practice as a result of individual 

differences (e.g. skill level, control of imagery). Nature of the task can also 

demonstrate problems. If the skill has greater cognitive content or is a simple 

task, it may be affected differently than if the task is purely motor or a complex 

task. The problem that occurs here is that skills of a different nature have been 

compared as if there is no difference between tasks. 

Weinberg also states that reliability data on chosen motor tasks has 

not been provided and this causes additional problems. The final concern mentioned 

is that certain tasks provide knowledge of results which have informational and 

motivational value. This may have confounded the research findings. 

Richardson (1967b) and Corbin (1972) referred to the same methodological 

problems. One additional problem that Richardson (1967b) noted is distraction. 

This occurs when mental prctice sessions are too long. Thus, duration of the 

mental practice sessions should be limited. Corbin (1972) contributed to this 

area of research by stating that combined treatments (e.g. MP and relaxation, 

MP and PP) may cause an additional problem. With combined treatments it is 

difficult to separate out effects of the separate treatments. As can be observed, 

problems in the mental practice research need to be overcome in future research. 

This would provide more validity both internally and externally. 
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Mental Practice Theories 

Possible theories explaining the benefits of mental practice have been 

discussed in detail by Richardson (1967b) and Corbin (1972). Richardson proposes 

three theoretical explanations. The first of these theories is "A motivation 

explanation". It could be argued that the difference in performance between 

groups is due to the different motivation levels in the MP group and NP or control 

group. Another explanation is "A symbolic learning explanation". Richardson 

(1967b) states: 

Any subject will learn something from his initial physical performance 
on an unfamiliar task, and because he has scheduled sessions of MP 
in which to think about the task, the symbolized elements remain 
more familiar than for the subjects in the NP group for whom the 
opportunity is not, or should not be available (p. 264). 

The last explanation which is provided is "A psychoneuromuscular explanation". 

This theory states that when a skill is performed, visual information provides 

error feedback and kinesthetic information provides feedback regarding position 

and musculature of the body. If an error occurs, the amount of deviation and 

physiological aspects responsible for the error are provided by this feedback. 

As a result, corrections are made and each successive performance improves. 

MP provides an opportunity for this reaction to occur internally and thus MP 

leads to improved performance. 

Corbin (1972) provided several alternative explanations. The first is 

referred to as "A gross framework theory of mental practice". If an individual 

is to learn a skill, or improve in performance of a skill, he/she must first establish 

a general impression of the skill to be performed. Corbin hypothesizes that MP 

may possibly aid the learner in establishing this "gross framework". Another 
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theory of mental practice is "Selective attention and mental practice". "If a 

learner is to gain in skill proficiency, attention must be directed toward the 

important aspects of the skill to be learned" (Corbin, 1972, p. 101). It is possible 

that mental practice allows the learner to repeatedly attend to the important 

apsects of the skill and also serves to reinforce the specific details of the movement 

which would enhance learning and retention of the skill. "Insight through mental 

practice" is also a possible mental practice explanation. "It is possible that MP 

provides the opportunity for behavioral changes resulting from insight. Involvement 

in MP would not insure improved performance or learning, but would provide 

for a new perceptual organization through insight" (Corbin, 1972, p. 103). The 

last explanation that Corbin provides is "A connectionist theory of mental practice". 

This theory states that mental practice allows a pairing of a stimulus (mental 

practice) and response (electromyographic potential). This results in a strong 

connection between the stimulus and the response. This connection then benefits 

the overt performance of the task. 

In 1977, Sage proposed that the "Consolidation Memory Theory" provides 

an explanation for the effects of mental practice. In consolidation of a memory, 

rehearsal is needed to transfer information from short term memory to long 

term memory. The rehearsal may be overt or covert (mental practice). Mental 

practice may "activate many of the neural components in the brain which are 

responsible for actually directing the movements" (Sage, 1977, p. 410). Thus, 

with mental practice, the information is consolidated and transferred to long 

term memory, and when the skill is performed it is enhanced by mental practice. 

MacKay (1981) proposed a muscle priming theory that explains the 

effectiveness of mental practice. Nodes (one or more interconnected neurons) 

are the basic components of this theory. Mental and muscle movement nodes 
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are organized hierarchically, with muscle movement nodes being subordinate 

to mental nodes. Mackay hypothesizes that mental practice activates only mental 

nodes while physical performance requires activation of both mental and muscle 

movement nodes. He also theorizes that "activating a higher level node primes 

or partially activates the subordinate nodes connected to it, and this priming 

effect remains subthreshold until the triggering mechanism... is applied " (MacKay, 

1981, p. 281). The triggering mechanism referred to above is voluntarily controlled. 

Lang's "Bio-Informational Theory of Emotional Imagery" (1979) attempts 

to develop a framework in which imagery can be understood. This theory contends 

that "emotional imagery can be analyzed objectively as a product of information 

processed by the brain, and that this processing is defined by measurable input 

and output to and from the organism" (Lang, Kozak, Miller, Levin, and McLean, 

1980, p. 179). This view proposes that information is coded and stored in the 

brain as propositions. Propositions are abstract, but meaningful, logical relationships 

between concepts. The image is composed of stimulus propositions (content 

propositions) and response propositions (behavior propositions). Stimulus propositions 

include information about stimuli or perceptual responses (e.g. a white volleyball, 

a black twelve pound shot). Response propositions refer to behaviors (e.g. serving 

a volleyball, lifting a shot). The t'neory futher assumes that imagery is an active 

response process. "Imagery is accompanied by an efferent outflow appropriate 

to the content of the image" (Lang, 1979, p. 500). This effector activity is specifically 

produced by the response propositions of the image structure. 

The last theory to be discussed is perhaps the oldest and most controversial. 

Imagery has at times been equated with specific or localized muscular activity. 

This may provide an explanation for imagery effectiveness. A "muscle memory" 
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concept may be explained by muscular activity occurring in the same sequence 

and pattern during imagery and actual performance. However, the activity occurring 

during imagery is at a subthreshold level. This idea was first proposed in 1984 

by Carpenter (cited by Hale, 1982) and referred to as the "ideo-motor" principle. 

This principle suggests that "any idea that dominated the mind finds its expression 

in the muscles" (Hale, 1982, p. 379). This speculation was further supported 

by Washburn (1916). She suggested that movements of slight magnitude occur 

during imagining. Washburn states, "representation of movement has no existence 

apart from the sensations resulting from the actual movement 'in some degree' 

aroused" (1916, p. 50). Thus, the activity that occurs during imagining is essentially 

the same as the activity that occurs during the actual movement, except that 

the sensations are of less magnitude. 

The Physiological Concomitance of Imagery 

The physiological concomitance of imagery has been studied through 

various body systems (e.g. heart rate, skin conductance). Several studies have 

demonstrated the occurance of physiological correlates of imagery. Lang et. 

al., (1980) studied physiological occurances during emotional imagery. Heart 

rate, respiration rate, galvanic skin response, and muscular tension were the 

physiological indices recorded. Following the theoretical assumptions established 

by Lang in 1979 (images are composed of stimulus propositions and response 

propositions), the difference between stimulus oriented images (subjects were 

asked to attend to specific details in stimulus proposition laden scenes) and response 

oriented images (subjects were asked to attend to stimulus details and response 

details in response laden scenes) was tested. The comparison lead to the findings 

that "increased efferent activity is associated with an image structure which 



includes response information" (Lang et. al., 1980, p. 186). He further found 

that: 

The distribution of physiological responses across systems tended to 
follow propositional organization of the script. Thus, response subjects 
showed a significantly larger myographic response to action scences 
(which contained a greater number of muscle tension propositions) than 
they did to fear scenes. The fear scenes yielded a significantly greater 
respiratory response than action scenes, consistent with response contents 
of these scripts (Lang et al., 1980, p. 186). 

Heart rate response propositions had the same tendency as respiratory response. 

Recording of electromyographic activity was taken from the frontalis 

(forehead) and semispinalis capitus (neck) muscles. Thus, careful interpretation 

of increased electromyographic activity during action scenes must occur. The 

results do not indicate whether a localized muscle effect is occurring or an overall 

general arousal of the entire body. 

However, these results are still significant. They provide evidence 

that imagery has a physiological correlate. This evidence may be helpful in 

establishing the answer to the question, "Why is imagery effective?" 

Lichstein and Lipshitz (1982) investigated the physiological reactivity 

to noxious imagery. The research found that a significant number of subjects 

(75%) generated some type of physiological arousal in response to the fearful 

imagery. Physiological readings of heart rate (EKG), skin resistance level (SRL), 

and muscle activity (EMG) were recorded. The researchers found that increased 

EKG activity occurred two times as often as SRL activity which occurred twice 

as often as EMG activity. This provides additional support for the 1980 findings 

of Lang et al. (heart rate increased significantly during fear scenes). 

A study by Schwartz, Fair, Salt, Mandel, and Klerman (1976a) investigated 

facial muscle patterning during affective imagery. EMG activity was recorded 



from the corrugator and frontalis muscles (muscles in the region of the eyebrow 

and forehead) and the depressor anguli oris and masseter muscles (muscles in 

the mouth and jaw regions). Anatomically, the corrugator and frontalis muscles 

appear to be involved in frowning, while the depressor anguli oris and masseter 

muscles tend to be engaged in production of a smile. Schwartz et. al. (1976a) 

found that the patterning of facial muscle responses made it possible to differentiate 

between image content (happy or sad) even when there is no overt facial expression. 

In another study by Schwartz et. al. (1976b), the researchers attempted 

to replicate and extend the previous findings. Muscle activity was recorded 

from the corrugator, zygomatic, depressor anguli oris, and mentalis muscles 

of the right side of the face. Subjects were asked to "think" about a particular 

situation (if happy or sad feelings accompanied the image, subjects were to allow 

themselves to feel the emotion, if not, they were told not to worry about it) 

or think about and "feel" the particular situations (subjects were asked to try 

to re-experience the feeling and try to make themselves feel happy or sad). 

The results of this study supported the findings of the previous study 

(Schwartz et. al., 1976a). Facial EMG reliably differentiated between imagery 

of happy or sad scenes. They also found that the zygomatic muscle was particularly 

sensitive to sad imagery. Also, larger facial EMG patterns were recorded when 

subjects were aksed to "feel" a particular situation as compared to recordings 

of "think" situations. Sirota and Schwartz (1982) also found that facial EMG 

was sensitive to different affect (elation, depression, and neutral situations). 

One note of caution must be mentioned. Use of surface electrodes to record 

activity from a given muscle may provide information not only from that muscle, 
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but other surrounding muscles also. Again the question of localized muscle activity 

versus generalized activity is raised. 

The information provided above serves as a foundation for the testing 

of the "ideo-motor" principle. Imagery does indeed have physiological correlates, 

a question still remaining is: "Is imagery accompanied by a specific, localized 

muscular pattern?" In order for this to be investigated, the measurement of 

muscular activity must be discussed. 

Electromyography (EMG) measures the amount of electrical discharge 

of muscle fibers. The electrical discharge of a muscle is a result of contraction 

of the muscle. Measurement of the electrical activity of the muscle may be 

performed in terms of frequency (which refers to the number of times that a 

wave repeats itself per second), amplitude (measure of the size of the signal), 

or both frequency and amplitude. Frequency is usually expressed in cycles per 

second (cps) or hertz (Hz). Amplitude is usually measured in microvolts (uV). 

EMG is a direct physiological index of muscle activity, the lower the microvolt 

level, the more relaxed the muscle. 

Actual physiological investigation of the "ideo-motor" principle began 

in the 1920's. Jacobson (1929) observed the amplitude of electrical changes occurring 

in the right and left biceps brachii muscles during imagination of bending the 

right arm. The electrical changes of the muscles were recorded by a string 

galvanometer. The subjects were first asked to relax (most subjects were previously 

trained in progressive relaxation for several months). At the sound of a buzzer, 

subjects were to imagine or recollect a specified task, and at the sound of a 

second buzzer, relaxation was to begin again. The results were: 
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RESULTS. I The character of Action Potentials from the Arm when 
the Subject Imagines that He is Bending it. During a period of general 
relaxation, when the galvanometer string with one lead attached to 
the right biceps is vibrating slightly but uniformly, recording a fairly 
steady line, the signal is given for the subject to imagine something, 
— for instance, to imagine that he is steadily flexing the right forearm. 
Generally within a fraction of a second, the string ceases its steady 
course and engages continually or intermittently in a less frequent series 
of relatively large vibrations which cease soon after the signal is given 
to relax any muscular tensions present (Jacobson, 1929, p. 580). 

Control tests were performed to rule out the possibility that the observed 

string deflections (electrical changes) were due to the effects of the buzzer 

sound on the subject or to the effects of the occurance of "action currents" 

all over the body. Jacobson also found that the electrical changes found 

during imagining were considerably less, but identical in type to changes 

found when the subject performed a slight actual muscular contraction. 

This early research provided support for Carpenter's "ideo-motor" principle 

(cited by Hale, 1982). 

Taking these results a step further, Jacobson (1931) attempted 

to differentiate physiologically between imagining and visualizing. Observation 

of electrical changes in the right biceps region (using bipolar needle electrodes 

inserted into the biceps brachii muscle) and ocular region (inserting a monopolar 

needle electrode into the recti muscles of the isolateral eye) during imagination 

and visualization of bending the right arm. Recording the activity, in terms 

of amplitude, with a string galvanometer, he found that when subjects were 

asked to visualize bending their right arm, increased action potentials occurred 

in the ocular muscles, and when asked to imagine the movement, increased 

potentials occurred in the biceps region. Hale (1982) has equated these 

findings with Mahoney and Avener's (1977) classification of external and 

internal imagers, respectively. 
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Suinn (1980) found similiar results using VMBR. Suinn trained skiing 

competitors in this method of imagery rehearsal. "In a comparison of EMG 

muscle responses, the records of one skier closely reproduced the course 

he was 'skiing' through VMBR" (p. 35). EMG activity recorded from the 

legs of the skier showed muscle reactions during imagery peaking at appropriate 

times in the imagery experience (e.g. a jump required in the course). 

In 1982, Hale attempted to reproduce these physiological findings. 

Hale quantified Jacobson's (1931) finding that instructions to visualize and 

imagine produced different physiological reactions. He equated visualizing 

with external images and imagining with internal images (Mahoney & Avener, 

1977). 

Hale recorded amplitude of EMG activity (from the dominant biceps 

brachii muscle) and EOG (electrooculography) activity (from above the eyebrow 

and below the dominant eye) during imagery of a bicep curl of a 25 pound 

dumbbell. Weight lifting experience (experienced and inexperienced), recency 

of lift (immediate vs. delayed imagery), and imagery perspective (internal 

vs. external images) results were analyzed. The findings of this research 

partially supported the earlier findings of Jacobson (1931). Internal imagery 

produced localized neuromuscular activity while external imagery did not. 

"Other independent variables (prior lifting experience and recency of lift) 

failed to differentiate between subjects in concomitant physiological response" 

(Hale, 1982, p. 384). 

Evidence opposing the "ideo-motor" principle was presented by 

Shaw in 1938. Subjects were asked to squeeze a hand dynamometer and 

action potentials were recorded "from the right and left upper and lower 



arms and from the hand; from the upper and lower legs and the foot; and 

from the jaw, tongue, nose, ears, back of neck, and chest" (Shaw, 1938, p. 

196). These recordings were compared to readings obtained during imaging 

of squeezing the hand dynamometer. In this portion of the experiment, 

recordings were taken from the right and left arm and leg of each subject. 

Recordings were also taken while the subjects were imaging various other 

activities (typing, whistling and singing, and playing a wind instrument). 

From these observations, Shaw concluded that "there appears to be an increase 

in muscular action potentials for nearly all muscle groups tested during 

the imaging of various tasks. There is no good evidence of localization to 

the muscle groups commonly thought to be involved in such performances" 

(p. 215). One note of caution should be mentioned. The results may have 

been confounded by the methods used in measuring the various physiological 

occurances. For example, while obtaining the measurements for imagery 

of squeezing the hand dynamometer, a variety of subjects were used with 

measurements obtained from a variety of areas of the body (e.g. recordings 

from one subject may have been taken from the left arm, while recordings 

from another subject may have been taken from the left leg, with both subjects 

imagining squeezing the dynamometer with the right hand). 

A "meta-analysis" performed by Feltz and Landers (1983) supported 

these earlier findings of Shaw (1938). The finding of a non-localized effect 

(Shaw, 1938) provided support for their conclusion: "It is Doubtful that Mental 

Practice Effects are Produced by Low - gain Innervation of Muscles that 

will be Used During Actual Performance" (Feltz & Landers, 1983, p. 48). 

They conclude that the muscle action potentials observed are more likely 
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to be a result of general innervation of the whole body than a localized effect. 

However, mental practice definitions may be partially responsible for this 

finding. Can one be sure that in all studies analyzed, all subjects were performing 

the same type of mental activity? 

As previously indicated, type of imagery may play a role in successfulness 

of imagery. Mahoney and Avener's (1977) study attempting to define psychological 

characteristics of elite athletes provided the following findings: more successful 

gymnasts reported a higher frequency of internal imagery use. 

In 1979, Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles attempted to replicate 

the previous findings. Using collegiate racquetball players, Meyers et. al., 

administered a modified version of the questionnaire used by Mahoney and 

Avener (1977) at mid-season and during the State Racquetball Championships. 

In terms of imagery perspective, no difference was found between the less 

and more skilled racquetball players. 

Epstein ( 1980) attempted to evaluate the difference between internal 

and external imagery. The study consisted of four phases: imagery assessment, 

baseline dart throwing, imagery training, and dart throwing aided by mental 

rehearsal, and post experimental questioning. Subjects were assigned to 

one of two imagery conditions (internal or external). External imagery training 

consisted of instructions emphasizing that the subjects get "outside" their 

body and actually "see" themselves doing the activities described. Internal 

imagery training emphasized first-person perspective imagery. 

Epstein (1980) found no significant differences in terms of imagery 

perspective. Further, Epstein went on to discuss the notion of stable images. 

The idea that a stable internal of external image is better than a multi-modal 



image has been generally accepted. The data did not support this notion. 

In fact the data tended to indicate that imaginal styles tended to be multi-modal 

more often than uni-modal. Examination of natural imagery perspective 

demonstrated that only 42.7% of the subjects were exclusively internal (39%) 

or external (3.7%) imagers, while 45.4% of the subjects were characterized 

by a change in imagery style (internal to external or external to internal). 

Twelve percent of the subjects were characterized by simultaneous internal 

and external images. This notion was previously suggested by Sheehan (1967). 

However, natural imagery style may not be the best indication 

of what type of imagery is most beneficial to skill performance. Perhaps 

each type of perspective has its own benefits. Internal imagery may provide 

one with more potentially useful kinesthetic cues, while external imagery 

may provide opportunity for skill evaluation. Thus, each may be beneficial 

in its own way. However, due to the fact that each has its positive aspects, 

perhaps it is feasible to say that each perspective may cause learning to 

occur in a different way. This may be tested by further research stemming 

from Hale's work in 1982. Hale's finding demonstrating the physiological 

difference between internal and external imagery provides the foundation 

for further research in this realm. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

This chapter shall provide information concerning subjects, apparatus, 

questionnaires, procedures, and analysis of data. 

Subjects 

Participants in this study were 15 female and 23 male undergraduate 

students from the University of Arizona. Twenty nine subjects were enrolled 

in weight training courses offered by the Physical Education Department of 

the University of Arizona and were designated as experienced weight trainers. 

All experienced weight trainers were enrolled in weight training courses taught 

by the investigator. The remaining eight subjects were enrolled in an introductory 

psychology course and designated as inexperienced weight trainers. 

Experienced weight trainers were surveyed for imagery experience 

and imagery orientation (internal, external) and assigned to appropriate imagery 

training groups. Experienced external imagers were assigned to the External 

Imagery training group while experienced internal imagers were assigned to 

the Internal Imagery training group. Non imagers were assigned to the experimental 

groups if there were not enough appropriate experienced imagers. An equivalent 

number of subjects were selected from the non imagers to compose the No 

Imagery/Weight Training group. 
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The introductory psychology students were surveyed for imagery 

experience and weight training experience. Those subjects who reported no 

previous use of imagery and no weight training experience within the last two 

years were assigned to the No Imagery/No Weight Training group. 

Apparatus 

Three standard dumbbells were used. The dumbbell weights were 

light (5 pounds; 2.27 kg), heavy (60% of maximum curl weight), and moderate 

(a weight approximately half way between the heavy and light weights). 

Questionnaires 

The Imagery Assessment Questionnaire (see Appendix A) was designed 

by the investigator to evaluate imagery strategies and experience in weight 

trainers. This questionnaire was administered to the experienced weight trainers. 

Five of the six items on the questionnaire were revised from a questionnaire 

used on elite gymnasts (Mahoney and Avener, 1977). The sixth question was 

designed by the investigator to aid in analysis of imagery use. Imagery strategies 

addressed were experience, extensiveness of use, when imagery is used, imagery 

orientation, vividness and clarity of imagery, and controllability of image. 

The Imagery and Weight Training Assessment Questionnaire administered 

to the introductory psychology students was designed to investigate imagery 

and weight training experience. Imagery assessment questions (three through 

six) are the same imagery assessment questions as those asked to the experienced 

weight trainers. The questions analyzing weight training experience (one and 

two) were designed by the investigator to analyze regularity of weight training 

(see Appendix B). 
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The Practice Evaluation Qeustionnaire was developed by the investigator 

to evaluate amount of physical practice, imagery practice, and image content 

during practice sessions. Questions one and two evaluated amount of practice 

(physical and mental). Responses were open-ended depending on number of 

practice sessions each subject completed. Questions three through five evaluated 

imagery orientation, vividness, and controllability (Mahoney and Avener, 1977). 

Responses to these items could range on a continuum from zero to ten (see 

Appendix C). 

The final questionnaire (Imagery Style Questionnaire) administered 

was developed to assess imagery orientation (questions one), amount of kinesthetic 

awareness during imagery (questions two through five), vividness across three 

different weight conditions (question six), controllability across three different 

weight conditions (question seven), and ability to concentrate during imagery 

(question eight). Questions one, six, and seven were adopted from Mahoney 

and Avener's questionnaire (1977) evaluating psychological strategies of elite 

gymnasts. Question eight was adopted from Epstein's (1980) study examining 

the relationship of external and internal imagery rehearsal and imagery style 

to dart throwing performance. Questions two through five were designed by 

the investigator to evaluate subjects kinesthetic awareness during imagery. 

Responses to all items could range on a continuum from zero to ten (see Appendix 

D). 

Procedures 

The experiment was divided into five phases: imagery assessment, 

physical testing, imagery training, skill practice (physical and imagery), and 

physiological testing. 
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Imagery assessment 

The purpose of the study was explained to possible subjects. Interested 

subjects completed an informed consent (see Appendix E) and the appropriate 

imagery assessment questionnaire. Subjects fulfilling the appropriate requirements 

(experienced internal and external imagers or individuals with no imagery 

experience) were assigned to one of three groups: Internal Imagery Training, 

External Imagery Training, No Imagery/Experienced Weight Training, and 

No Imagery/No Weight Training (control group). Subjects demonstrating a 

high external imagery orientation were assigned to the External Imagery training 

condition, while subjects demonstrating a high internal imagery orientation 

were assigned to the Internal Imagery training condition. Experienced weight 

training subjects indicating no prior imagery experience were assigned to the 

No Imagery/Experienced Weight Training group. Subjects with no imagery 

experience and no weight training experience were assigned to the No Imagery/ 

No Weight Training condition. 

Imagery training 

After subjects were assigned to the appropriate imagery training 

groups, they were given the following instructions: 

Internal Imagery condition 

All subjects were requested to assume a sitting position, with feet 

flat on the floor and hands resting on the thighs. The subjects were given 

the following verbal instructions: 

I am now going to ask you to perform some physical activities 
and following these activities you will be asked to form some mental 
images. This technique is called "mental imagery" and has been used 
extensively to help athletes improve various skills. Think of this as 
a time to relax and become familiar with a mental imagery technique. 
I will describe an activity for you to perform and following the performance 
I want you to try to image it as vividly as possible. If you have trouble 
imagining it, just try to relax and follow my description. 
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First, I want you to clench the fist of your dominant arm. 
Clench it tightly, as tight as possible. Notice the tightness in your 
hand, your fingertips pressing in the palm of your hand. Feel the tension 
and accompanying sensations in your forearm and upper arm. Keep 
clenching your fist, tighter and tighter. And now relax your hand, just 
let it rest on your thigh. Notice the difference between the tension 
you felt before and the relaxation you feel now. Now I want you to 
take a deep breath, (pause) exhale, close your eyes, and try to relax. 
(15 seconds pause). 

Try to generate a mental image of your clenched fist. Try 
to stay inside your body and actually feel yourself clenching your fist. 
As you generate the image in your mind try to see and feel things in 
as much detail as possible. Feel the tenseness in the knuckles and palm 
of your hand. Notice the sensations in your fingertips as they press 
against your palm. Feel the tightness in your forearm and your upper 
arm. Maintain that mental image, noticing the various sensations in 
your arm. (15 second pause) 

Now I want you to clench your fist again, but this time with 
only a half contraction. Notice the difference between the sensations 
you felt with the full contraction and the sensations you feel now. 
Concentrate on the amount of tension you feel in your hand and arm. 
(10 second pause). And now relax your hand, just let it rest on your 
lap. Notice the relaxed sensations in your hand now, compared to the 
tension you felt earlier. Now close your eyes and try to relax. (15 
second pause). 

Now try to develop a mental image of your clenched fist with 
a half contraction. As you create the mental image, see and feel things 
in as much detail as possible. Mentally reproduce the appropriate sensations 
in your hand and arm. (15 second pause). 

Now open your eyes and let's try another exercise. Sitting 
were you are, place your feet flat on the floor, approximately shoulder 
width apart. Lean forward and place the elbow of your non-dominant 
arm on the leg of the same side. Rest the palm of your hand on the 
opposite knee. Extend the dominant arm between your legs, allowing 
the elbow to rest on the wrist of the non-dominant arm. Your palm 
should be facing forward. (Curl position). 

Notice the various feelings in your arm, the weight of your 
arm on the back of your hand. Now slowly raise your dominant hand 
bending your arm at the elbow. Bending your arm as far as you can, 
notice the tension in your forearm and upper arm. Slowly lower your 
hand back to the resting position, carefully noting the various sensations 
in your arm and hand and seeing your arm lower. 
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Now sit back, keeping your feet flat on the floor, and rest 
the palms of your hands on your thighs. Close your eyes and try to 
calm yourself. (Relaxed position). (15 second pause). 

Attempt to recreate a mental image of the bicep curl you 
just performed. Notice the sensations in your arm as it is extended, 
resting on your other hand. Feel the weight of your arm on the wrist 
of your other hand. Notice the sensation of movement as you imagine 
bending your arm. Recreate the tension in your hand, forearm, and 
upper arm as you slowly raise and lower your hand. (15 second pause). 

Now let's do that again. Recreate the image, feeling the various 
sensations in your arm during the bicep curl (15 second pause). Alright, 
open your eyes. Were you able to recreate the image and feel all the 
appropriate sensations during your imagery? 

Now let's do another exercise. Pick up the dumbbell sitting 
at your feet. Assume the curl position. Holding the weight in your 
hand, notice the sensations in your hand. The tension in your fingers, 
the coolness in the palm of your hand, and the texture of the dumbbell. 
Notice the sensations in your wrist, forearm, upper arm, and shoulder, 
the weight of your arm on the back of your hand. Notice how your 
hand is pressing down on your knee. Now slowly raise the dumbbell, 
bending your elbow, bringing it up as far as you can. Once again, notice 
the sensations present in your arm and hand. Now slowly lower the 
dumbbell, attending to the various sensations in your arm. Place the 
dumbbell on the floor and sit back in the relaxed position described 
earlier. Try to relax. (15 second pause). 

Now try to image a bicep curl identical to the curl you just 
performed. Notice the weight in your hand, the texture of the dumbbell. 
Recreate the color of the dumbbell, any lettering on it's sides. As the 
image gets clearer, raise the dumbbell, noticing the tension in your 
forearm and biceps. Feel the elbow move on the back of your hand. 
Slowly lower the dumbbell and, again, recreate the feelings involved 
in the bicep curl. (15 second pause). 

When you have finished the imagery of the bicep curl, perform 
another physical bicep curl. Notice the sensations again, becoming 
more familiar with the feel of the exercise and what you see. After 
you have finished your second bicep curl, recreate it mentally. Concentrate 
on the feelings and sensations accompanying the movement. (15 second 
pause). 

Okay repeat this process with three more bicep curls, followed 
by three mental images. (2 minute pause). 

Okay for the next few minutes I want you to simply perform 
bicep curls in your imagination. Perform as many curls as you want, 
but remember that what you are practicing is seeing yourself as you 
normally would and feeling yourself do the curls. Try to observe every 
detail relevant to the bicep curl. If you have any trouble imaging this, 
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just relax and continue to practice it. Like any other skill, it will come 
more easily with practice. Go ahead and start performing curls until 
I tell you to stop. (2 minute pause). 

Subjects were then given the directions for skill practice. 

External imagery condition. Subjects in this condition were trained 

in the following manner: Following imagery training each subject was videotaped 

performing a bicep curl. Front and side views were taped to give the subject 

a full perspective of the task. This also allowed the subject to use the mirrors 

in the weight room for further assistance in forming the correct image. 

Subjects were instructed to sit in the relaxed position and viewed a videotape 

of someone performing a bicep curl. The videotape was shown to demonstrate 

the imagery perspective they were to use. Subjects were instructed to "Try 

to pretend you are watching yourself on a videotape or home movie." The 

subjects were given the following verbal instructions: 

I am going to ask you to create some mental images of 
a bicep curl. This technique is called "mental imagery" and has 
been used extensively with athletes to help improve various skills. 
Think of this as a time to relax and become more familiar with 
a mental imagery technique. You will hear a description of an 
activity, and be asked to form a mental image of it. Try to image 
as vividly as possible. Try to pretend you are watching yourself 
on a videotape or home movie. If you have trouble imaging it, 
just relax and follow my description. 

Close your eyes. Try to shut out all sounds and distractions 
and try to imagine that you are watching a silent movie of yourself. 
This will become easier with practice. Your goal is to mentally 
view the scenes I describe as vividly as possible. 

Now I want you to imagine watching yourself as you sit 
in the curl position, holding a very light dumbbell in your hand. 
Try to see your entire body, the lean of your back as your hand 
hangs down holding the weight, your feet flat on the floor, and 
the top of your head as you look down at the dumbbell in your hand. 
Notice the shape of the dumbbell, it's color, any significant marks 
on it. Now visualize yourself as you lift the dumbbell performing 
a bicep curl. See your arm moving and notice the way you 
concentrate on your technique as you do the curl. Pay attention 
to how you look as you perform the bicep curl. Watch your entire 
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body as you carefully raise and lower the weight. Notice the 
position of your feet, legs, body, and head and how they react to 
your arm movement. (15 second pause). 

Let's do that again. Visualize yourself holding the light 
dumbbell. This time try to really concentrate on being the observer 
and watch for details in the "movie" of yourself. Go ahead and 
perform a bicep curl. (15 second pause). Were you able to really 
step back and watch yourself? 

Alright, close your eyes. This time I want you to imagine 
performing a bicep curl with a heavy weight. As the picture of 
yourself becomes clearer, picture the weight in your hand, notice 
the color, and any significant markings. As you begin to raise the 
weight, notice how the movement of your arm is slower. Complete 
the bicep curl noting all the various details you see. (15 second 
pause). 

Okay, for the next few minutes I want you to simply practice 
bicep curls in your imagination. Imagine curling the heavy weight. 
Perform as many curls as you want, but remember what you are 
practicing is stepping back from your own body and watching yourself 
perform. Try to observe every detail relevant to the bicep curl. 
If you have any trouble imagining this, just relax and continue to 
practice it. Like any other activity, it will come more easily with 
practice. Go ahead and start performing the curls until I tell you 
to stop. (2 minute pause). 

Following imagery training, subjects were given the instructions for skill 

practice. 

No imagery training (two groups). Subjects in these groups received no imagery 

training. The No Imagery/Experienced Weight Training group was allowed 

to physically practice the bicep curl, while the No Imagery/No Weight Training 

group participated in only the physiological testing. 

Skill practice 

After the initial imagery training session, subjects in the Internal 

and External Imagery conditions physically and mentally practiced the bicep 

curl. In order to aid the timing accuracy for the physiological testing, during 

practice periods, subjects practiced curls to the rhythm of a metranome. 

The metranome was set to click every second. Physically and mentally, 



subjects raised the dumbbell to the count of four, held it at full flexion for 

one second, and lowered the dumbbell to the count of four. (The entire 

movement taking a total of nine seconds.) Subjects were required to indicate 

the start of the lift (by raising the index finger of the non-dominant hand) 

one second prior to beginning the lift. They also were to indicate midpoint, 

and end of lift (with the same type of signal). 

Subjects performed three sets of ten bicep curls at each of the 

following weights: light, moderate, and heavy. Starting with the lightest 

weight, subjects performed 10 repetitions of the bicep curl. Following a 

set of ten curls at a particular weight, subjects assumed a relaxed position, 

and using the previously learned imagery technique, imagined ten bicep 

curls. Again, subjects were required to indicate start, midpoint, and end 

of bicep curl. Subjects performed three sets of ten repetitions at each weight 

consecutively, starting with the lightest weight first. 

Subjects in the No Imagery/Experienced Weight Training group 

performed only the physical practice of the bicep curl. After performing 

one set of ten repetitions, subjects were allowed to rest. The time of rest 

between sets was left up to the subjects discretion, as long as the three 

sets were done consecutively, with no other weight training lifts interspersed. 

All subjects who participated in skill practice were asked to complete 

nine practice sessions in a period of three weeks. 

List of skill practice instructions, metranome, and videotape were 

available to subjects during practice sessions. 



Physiological Testing 

Upon entering the laboratory, subjects were asked to complete 

a questionnaire evaluating number of times they practiced over the course 

of three weeks and imagery content (see Appendix C). 

Preparation of skin. The belly of the dominant biceps brachii muscle, 

medial head of the dominant and non-dominant triceps brachii muscles, 

and the frontalis muscle, were all thoroughly cleaned with rubbing alcohol. 

Placement of electrodes. Two standard silver-silver chloride electrodes 

were placed longitudinally in a bipolar configuration over the greatest buldge 

of the biceps brachii muscle of the dominant arm. Inter-electrode distance 

was approximately 12 centimeters. The ground electrode was placed at 

the midpoint of the inter-electrode distance. 

Two standard silver-silver chloride electrodes were also placed 

longitudinally in a bipolar configuration over the medial head of the dominant 

and non-dominant triceps brachii muscles. The inter-electrode distance 

was 12 centimeters. The midpoint of the inter-electrode distance was approximately 

60% of the distance from the acromion process (of the shoulder) to the olecranon 

process (of the elbow). The ground electrode was placed equi-distant between 

the two active electrodes. 

Two standard silver-silver chloride electrodes were placed side 

by side over the frontalis muscle of the forehead. The electrodes were placed 

midway between the eyebrow and hair line. Inter-electrode distance was 

approximately eight centimeters. The ground electrode was placed equi-distant 

between the two active electodes. 
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Physiological Recording. Physiological data collected by the EMG 

leads was continuously collected and fed into the "Biocomp 2001" computerized 

biofeedback system. The sensor module (EMG lead) sent the information 

it gathered (in the form of electrical impulses) to a telemeter which transformed 

the information into pulses of infra-red light. An identical telemeter transformed 

the light pulses back into electrical impulses and passed them through the 

Biocomp Coupler Card to an Apple lie Computer. The EMG activity was 

recorded, stored, and printed by the Biocomp 2001 at .4 second intervals. 

The Biocomp 2001 system provided output in the forimof a line 

graph, minimum and maximum values, mean, standard deviation, and average 

reading (every .4 seconds) for an indicated time period. 

At the beginning of monitoring, while the subjects sat in a relaxed 

position, a five minute baseline was recorded. Directly after taking the 

baseline, subjects were given a dumbbell and asked to perform a bicep curl. 

To aid in precise measurement of muscular activity, subjects were instructed 

to raise the index finger of the opposite hand one second prior to beginning 

the lift, at full flexion, and after completion of the lift. A metranome was 

provided during testing and the lift was performed in the same manner as 

the training curls (raising the weight to the count of four, holding one count, 

and lowering to the count of four). Three bicep curls were performed at 

each weight (light, moderate, and heavy). 

After the three bicep curls at one weight were recorded, subjects 

assumed the relaxed position and were allowed two minutes to relax. After 

the rest interval, a pre-imagery baseline was recorded. The subject was then 



asked to image a bicep curl. Using the same system to indicate start, midpoint, 

and end of curl, subjects began their imagery. Between each image, subjects 

were instructed to remain as relaxed as possible while the Biocomp 2001 

stored the data. Three images were recorded. 

Each subject performed the different weighted bicep curls (physically 

and mentally) in the order used in practice sessions (light, moderate, and 

heavy). After completion of the physiological testing, subjects were instructed 

to fill out a questionnaire evaluating imagery orientation, vividness, and 

controllability. 

Analysis of Data 

Data will be analyzed by comparing physiological data from the 

physical curl with data from the mental curl. This comparison will be aided 

by using the midpoint (as indicated by raising the opposite index finger) 

of the bicep curl, to separate the curl into equal, but smaller, segments 

(lifting vs. lowering segment). 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

This chapter will discuss the results of the study and the statistical 

treatment of the data. 

Imagery Style Questionnaire 

The means and standard deviations of the Imagery Style Questionnaire 

items one through five and eight by treatment are presented in Table 1. Item 

one asked the subject to rate his/her imagery type (internal, external, equal 

mixture). Item two asked subjects to rate the amount of "feeling" in the dominant 

biceps muscle. Item three asked the subjects to rate the amount of "feeling" 

in the non-dominant biceps muscle. Item four asked subjects to analyze to 

what extent their total body was tightening. Item five asked subjects to rate 

whether the "feel" in the biceps muscle increased in tension as the weights 

increased. Item eight asked subjects to rate the difficulty of maintaining concentration 

during imagery. In order to identify any differences between treatments in 

imagery related self-perceptions, items one through five and eight were analyzed 

using a Wilk's one-way Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) procedure. 

Because the JF (3.29) for the MANOVA was significant (p = .0001), follow-up 

univariate Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted on each of the 

dependent variables (see Table 2). 

The results revealed only significant differences across treatment 

for imagery type. A post-hoc Duncan's multiple range test indicated 
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Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Imagery Style Questionnaire Items 1-5 and 8. 

1 2 3 4 5 8 
Type "Feel" "Feel" "Feel" "Feel" Concen-

Treatment Imagery Dominant Opposite Total Weight tration 
Bicep Bicep Body Increase 

Internal Imagery _M 1.20 4.80 1.20 2.90 5.30 5.80 
N = 10 SD 1.55 2.70 1.40 2.77 2.91 2.86 

External Imagery 7.73 5.46 2.73 4.73 6.09 6.91 
N = 11 SD 1.35 2.91 2.24 2.61 3.18 0.94 

No Imagery/ 
Experienced Weight 
Training M_ 4.50 3.13 0.75 1.75 3.50 5.50 

N = 8 SD 3.21 2.95 1.17 1.49 2.33 2.14 

No Imagery/ 
No Weight Training M. 1.75 4.13 1.88 3.88 6.00 5.13 

N = 8 SD 1.39 2.23 2.36 3.48 3.25 3.09 
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Table 2. Univariate JF Test for Questionnaire Items 1-5 and 8 by Treatment. 

Questionnaire 
Item SS df MS 

1 Type Imagery 273.69 3,33 91.23 24.03 .0000 
Error 125.28 3.80 

2 "Feel" Dominant Bicep 27.17 3,33 9.06 1.21 .3199 
Error 246.08 7.46 

3 "Feel" Opposite Bicep 21.57 3,33 7.19 2.04 .1269 
Error 116.15 3.52 

4 "Feel" Total Body 45.46 3,33 15.15 2.11 .1183 
Error 237.46 7.20 

5 "Feel" Weight Increases 36.72 3,33 12.24 1.40 .2609 
Error 289.01 8.76 

8 Concentration 17.79 3,33 5.79 1.05 .3820 
Error 181.38 5.50 
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that all the treatment groups were different in imagery type except for the 

Internal Imagery group and the No Imagery/No Weight Training group. Both 

of these groups reported primarily an internal perspective of imagery while 

the External Imagery group reported an external perspective and the No 

Imagery/Experienced Weight Training reported an equal mixture of internal 

and external imagery. 

The means and standard deviations for questionnaire items number 

six and seven are presented in Table 3. Item six asked subjects to rate the vividness 

and clarity of images across different weight conditions (light, moderate, and 

heavy). Item seven asked subjects to rate the controllability of images across 

different weights conditions (light, moderate, and heavy). Weight by treatment 

(three by four) ANOVA tests were conducted to analyze Imagery Style Questionnaire 

items six and seven (see Table 4). Simple £ post-hoc tests were used as a follow-up 

to test what caused the significant main effects. The post-hoc test indicated 

that vividness and controllability (items six and seven, respectively) increased 

as subjects' imagery changed from the light to heavy weight conditions. No 

significant differences were found in the change from light to moderate or 

moderate to heavy weight conditions. The treatment effect is explained by 

a signficiant difference between the experienced imagery groups (Internal Imagery 

and External Imagery) and the inexperienced imagery groups (No 

Imagery/Experienced Weight Training and No Imagery/No Weight Training). 

Vividness and controllability of imagery were significantly better for experienced 

imagers. 
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Table 3. Means and Standard Deviations for Imagery Style Questionnaire 
Items 6 and 7, Weight by Treatment. 

Item 6 (Vividness) 
Treatment 

Internal Imagery 
N = 10 

M 
SD 

4.50 
1.78 

5.90 
1.66 

7.10 
2.18 

5.83 

External Imagery 
N = 10 

M 
SD 

5.36 
2.50 

6.45 
1.97 

8.00 
1.00 

6.61 

No Imagery/ 
Experienced Weight 
Training 

N = 8 
M 
SD 

3.88 
1.46 

4.75 
1.83 

5.50 
1.96 

4.71 

No Imagery/ 
No Weight Training 
Experience 

N = 8 
M 
SD 

3.00 
2.39 

4.50 
2.51 

5.50 
2.51 

4.33 

Total .M. 4.30 5.51 6.68 

Item 7 (Controllability) 
Treatment 

Internal Imagery 
N = 10 

M 
SD 

5.60 
1.77 

6.60 
1.58 

7.30 
1.57 

6.50 

External Imagery 
N = 10 

M 
SD 

5.45 
2.54 

6.09 
1.87 

7.91 
1.22 

6.48 

No Imagery/ 
Experienced Weight 
Training 

N = 8 
M 
SD 

5.13 
2.70 

5.50 
2.45 

5.63 
2.50 

5.42 

No Imagery/ 
No Weight Training 
Experience 

N = 8 
M 
SD 

4.00 
2.07 

5.13 
2.03 

5.75 
2.38 

4.96 

Total M. 5.11 5.89 6.78 
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Table 4. Weight (3) by Treatment (4) ANOVA Results for Questionnaire Items 
6 (Vividness) and 7 (Controllability). 

3 X 4  A N O V A  Source _F df £ 

Item 6 (vividness) Weight (A) 12.07 2 .00002 
Treatment (B) 7.94 3 .00008 
AB 0.27 6 .94820 

Item 7 (controllability) Weight (A) 3.17 2 .00319 
Treatment (B) 2.59 3 .01232 
AB 0.86 6 .83168 
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Physiological Data 

To analyze for any physiological data differences among the four treatments, 

two difference score methods were used. The first analysis looked at the difference 

scores between the pre-imagery baseline and the actual imagery rehearsal score. 

To obtain a single imagery score for each respective muscle (dominant bicep, 

dominant tricep, opposite tricep) and weight (light, moderate, heavy) condition 

the three imagery trials were averaged into a mean score. The pre-imagery 

baseline score for each weight was then subtracted from the appropriate weight 

mean imagery score to yield a difference score for each subject in each respective 

condition. The means and standard deviations of the imagery baseline/imagery 

practice difference scores by treatment are presented in Table 5. 

A treatment by muscle by weight ANOVA test with repeated measures 

on the last two variables was conducted to analyze the physiological data. 

The results are presented in Table 6. No significant main effects or interaction 

effects were found. 

The second analysis compared the imagery baseline/imagery practice 

difference scores after covarying physical scores. Mean physical scores were 

obtained in the same manner as the imagery score. The means and standard 

deviations for the physical scores and the covaried imagery difference scores 

are presented in Table 5. The results of the treatment by muscle by weight 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) test with repeated measures on the last 

two variables can be found in Table 7. No significant differences were found. 

The statistical analyses performed on the physiological data (ANOVA 

and ANCOVA) allowed no comparison of muscle patterning. Thus, EMG raw 

scores (from the dominant arm only) covaried with pre-imagery baseline scores 



Table 5. Means and Standard Deviations for Imagery Difference Score, Physical Score, and Covaried Imagery 
Difference Score. 

Bicep Tricep Opposite Tricep 
Light Moderate Heavy Light Moderate Heavy Light Moderate Heavy 

Imagery Difference Score 
Treatment 

1 M -0.35 -0.10 0.41 -1.95 -0.54 0.24 -0.22 0.29 0.15 
N = 10 SD 0.73 0.56 0.69 6.04 1.25 0.63 1.20 0.79 0.80 

2 M 1.06 0.56 0.53 0.49 0.75 1.04 -0.95 -0.17 1.04 
N = 11 SD 4.53 1.42 1.44 5.30 4.20 6.25 2.92 1.02 2.57 

3 M -0.12 0.23 0.08 -0.23 0.19 0.25 -0.81 -0.22 0.39 
N = 8 SD 0.42 0.57 0.46 0.99 0.86 0.62 1.78 0.63 0.52 

4 M 0.87 -0.69 -0.20 -0.92 -0.03 -0.47 0.50 0.24 -0.17 
N = 8 SD 1.06 2.46 2.07 2.63 1.82 1.59 0.68 0.46 0.57 

Physical Score 
Treatment 

1 
N = 10 

M 
SD 

121.52 
51.97 

258.41 
68.53 

333.34 
88.67 

56.69 
54.89 

108.49 
102.29 

153.64 
119.78 

50.70 
20.99 

104.90 
51.57 

164.80 
104.36 

2 
N = 11 

M 
SD 

132.66 
50.18 

257.57 
95.57 

341.72 
93.72 

65.33 
59.28 

108.79 
89.79 

153.88 
116.93 

50.82 
38.33 

92.04 
83.08 

143.56 
109.69 

3 
N = 8 

M 
SD 

131.40 
88.53 

246.18 
93.54 

331.71 
72.99 

43.65 
40.58 

69.50 
59.75 

105.55 
77.98 

48.85 
47.44 

76.41 
64.21 

107.13 
68.78 

4 
N = 8 

M 
SD 

114.11 
54.41 

244.75 
67.61 

322.20 
86.44 

77.51 
131.01 

125.29 
179.53 

163.80 
176.82 

49.93 
46.77 

89.33 
61.18 

131.65 
62.82 



Table 5—Continued Means and Standard Deviations for Imagery Difference Score, Physical Score, and Covaried 
Imagery Difference Score. 

Bicep Tricep Opposite Tricep 
Light Moderate Heavy Light Moderate Heavy Light Moderate Heavy 

Covaried Imagery Difference Score 
Treatment 

1 -0.32 -0.22 0.20 -1.85 -0.49 0.23 -0.11 0.34 0.13 
N = 10 

2 _M 1.08 0.44 0.31 0.58 0.80 1.04 -0.84 -0.10 1.04 
N = 11 

3 -0.10 0.12 -0.13 -0.11 0.28 0.30 -0.70 -0.15 0.44 
N = 8 

4 *1 0.90 -0.76 -0.34 0.91 -0.11 -0.58 0.61 0.32 -0.11 
N = 8 
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Table 6. Difference Score: Treatment by Muscle by Weight ANOVA with Repeated 
Measures on the Last Two Variables. 

Source SS df MS 

Between 
Treatment (A) 25.45 3 8.48 0.43 .73334 

Error 652.23 19.76 

Within 
Muscle (B) 1.99 2 0.99 0.12 .8894 
Weight (C) 6.60 2 3.28 0.80 .4537 
AB 24.29 6 4.04 0.48 .8221 
AC 37.87 6 6.31 1.54 .1799 
BC 9.30 4 2.32 0.81 .5240 
ABC 23.95 12 2.00 0.69 .7574 

Error 1 555.59 8.46 
Error 2 270.99 4.11 
Error 3 381.03 2.89 
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Table 7. Difference Score: Treatment by Muscle by Weight ANCOVA with 
Repeated Measures on the Last Two Variables. 

Source SS df MS F £ 

Between 
Treatment (A) 26.30 3 8.77 0.43 .7313 

Error 648.99 20.28 

Within 
Muscle (B) 1.88 2 0.94 0.11 .8966 
Weight (C) 1.72 2 0.86 0.21 .8104 
AB 24.54 6 4.09 0.48 .8237 
AC 31.29 6 5.22 1.28 .2802 
BC 10.91 4 2.73 0.94 .4405 
ABC 25.54 12 2.13 0.74 .7128 

Error 1 558.33 8.59 
Error 2 265.43 4.08 
Error 3 378.20 2.89 
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Table 8. Pearson Correlation Coefficients and Probabilities for Questionnaire 
Items. 

Internal External No Imagery/ No Imagery/ 
Treatment Imagery Imagery Experienced No Weight 

Weight Training Training 
I  £  I  2  1  2  1 2  

Correlation 

"Feel" Dominant 
Bicep by Bicep 
EMG mean .2681 .227 .1689 .310 .2980 .237 -.9374 .001 

Vividness by 
EMG Total: 

Light Mean -.0865 .406 -.2607 .219 -.2782 .252 -.4556 .128 

Moderate Mean -.4172 .115 -.1429 .338 -.4317 .980 .1025 .405 

Heavy Mean -.0013 .499 .2048 .273 .4013 .103 -.2244 .297 

Control lability 
by EMG Total: 

Light Mean -.2547 .239 -.1812 .297 .0275 .474 -.3966 .165 

Moderate Mean -.3261 .179 -.0088 .490 -.3938 .107 .1901 .326 

Heavy Mean -.0214 .477 .2948 .189 .3993 .164 .1589 .354 

Concentration 
by Overall Mean .1650 .324 .0417 .452 .4335 .960 -.1842 .331 



were plotted to attempt to descriptively demonstrate the patterns of muscular 

involvement. The results are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3. 

Correlational Analysis 

Pearson correlations were conducted to analyze the relationships between 

self-perception (imagery related) and physiological data by group (see Table 

8). Questionnaire item two ("Feel" Dominant Bicep) was correlated to the bicep 

difference score mean. Self report of vividness (items six A through C) across 

the light, moderate, and heavy weight conditions were correlated to difference 

score means (across muscles) for the light, moderate, and heavy weight bicep 

curls, respectively. Questionnaire item seven (controllability across weight 

conditions) was correlated with difference score means (across muscles) for 

the light, moderate, and heavy weight conditions. Concentration during imagery 

(item eight) was correlated with the overall mean difference score. The only 

significant correlation was r = -.9374 (p = .001). This was the correlation for 

group four (No Imagery/No Weight Training Experience), analyzing questionnaire 

item two ("Feel" Dominant Bicep) and mean bicep difference score. An inverse 

relationship was indicated. As subjects indicated that they felt more sensations 

in the dominant biceps muscle, EMG activity decreased and vice versa. No 

other significant correlations were found. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It was not suprising that on the Imagery Style Questionnaire "type 

of imagery" reportedly used by the subjects in the Internal and External 

Imagery groups was significantly different. The Internal Imagery group 

reported the use of internal imagery almost exclusively while the External 

Imagery group reported using primarily external imagery. These subjects 

were selected to participate in the study and were assigned to their respective 

groups based upon the imagery orientation and practice they reported in 

a pre-study imagery assessment questionnaire. They practiced the appropriate 

imagery orientation throughout the study. The significant finding concerning 

"type of imagery" finding merely confirms that the two groups were truly 

different in their perception of how they practiced imagery. 

The type of imagery used by the No Imagery/Experienced Weight 

Training group (mixture of imagery types) was not suprising while the No 

Imagery/No Weight Training group (almost exclusively internal) findings 

were somewhat unexpected. The researcher expected both groups to be 

fairly equal in terms of the number of subjects using internal, external, 

and multi-modal imagery (imagery of both types) since these subjects were 

selected for participation based upon the condition that they previously 

did not use imagery. The small sample size may help explain the finding 

of an internal imagery orientation for the No Imagery/No Weight Training 

group. A larger sample possibly would have resulted in more equal groups. 
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In terms of vividness and controllability of image (questionnaire 

items number six and seven), the results indicated that as weight of dumbbell 

increased (during imagery), images became more vivid and controllable for 

all groups. This finding would imply that as a skill becomes more demanding 

in terms of physical strength, imagery becomes more vivid and controllable. 

The greater physical demand placed upon the body may facilitate the creating 

of more vivid and controllable images. 

However, although all groups' perception of vividness and control 

increased with imagined weight increases, a significant between treatment 

effect occurred. Internal and External Imagery groups, while not being 

significantly different from each other, demonstrated more vividness and 

controllability of imagery than the groups receiving no imagery training. 

This finding suggests that more experience (practice) in imagery leads to 

better control and vividness. Both variables are very critical in terms of 

effective imagery and, perhaps, the performance benefits of using imagery. 

Start and Richardson (1964), Meyers et. al., (1979) and Highlen and Bennett 

(1979) demonstrated that subjects with greater vividness and control of 

imagery performed better on a variety of tasks (simple gymnastic skill, 

racquetball, wrestling). Thus, the present findings suggest that imagery 

training and practice lead to improved vividness and control during imagery. 

However, a clear cause-effect relationship can not be claimed since the 

results of this study were merely correlational. 

The failure to find significant differences on the remaining questionnaire 

items was suprising. In terms of the question eliciting the amount of "feeling" 

in the dominant bicep, one would expect to find that internal imagers would 

report a greater amount of "feeling" in the muscle since internal imagery 



theoretically involves "experiencing those sensations which might be expected 

in the actual situation." (Mahoney and Avener, 1977, p. 137) Kinesthetic 

cues were also emphasized when training the Internal Imagery group (subjects 

were specifically instructed to "notice the sensations in your arm") compared 

to the visual cues emphasized with the External Imagery group training. 

The same results were expected in terms of "feel in the opposite bicep" 

and "total body tension", with the Internal Imagery group reporting different 

perceptions than the other three groups. When the questionnaire results 

are compared to the EMG data, one obvious explanation for the non-significant 

questionnaire results is failure to find EMG differences between the treatments. 

The correlational analyses resulted in only one significant effect: 

"Feel" Dominant Bicep was inversely related to the mean bicep difference 

score for group four. As subjects in group four (No Imagery/No Weight Training) 

rated the "feeling" in the dominant bicep higher, the EMG activity decreased, 

or vice versa. The remaining correlations resulted in no significant differences. 

This indicates that subjective self-report of imagery is not valid when attempting 

to predict EMG activity. 

The first method of analysis used to investigate the physiological 

EMG data was a difference score method (imagery score minus imagery 

baseline). This method of analysis was chosen to facilitate comparison to 

previous studies (Hale, 1982 and Robinson and Harris, 1985). The failure 

of the present study to find an increase in EMG amplitude during imagery 

for any of the groups was contrary to the findings of Hale (1982) and Robinson 

and Harris (1985). 
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These findings indicate a lack of support for the hypothesis that 

internal imagers' EMG activity would be greater than external imagers' 

EMG activity during imagery. This finding is contrary to the findings of 

Hale (1982), who found that during imagery of a 25 pound dumbbell bicep 

curl, internal imagers experienced more EMG activity in the dominant bicep 

than external imagers. Perhaps the difference in results is related to the 

difference in the number of imagery performance trials. While Hale used 

ten trials to calculate an average imagery score, the current study used 

only three trials (per weight condition). This number of trials was chosen 

due to the amount of work the subjects would be required to perform since 

they would be lifting across three weights with three trials each. The probability 

of subjects being able to complete more than three trials (physical performance) 

at the heavy weight (60% of maximum bicep curl strength) is unlikely. 

The hypothesis that experienced weight trainers (Internal Imagery, 

External Imagery, No Imagery/Experienced Weight Training groups) would 

demonstrate greater EMG activity during imagery than inexperienced weight 

trainers (No Imagery/No Weight Training group) was not supported. On 

the surface, this finding is consistent with Hale's (1982) experienced/inexperienced 

results. It must be remembered however, that the present study found no 

increase in EMG activity while Hale did find an increase even though they 

were not affected by experience level. Robinson and Harris (1985) did find 

a significant EMG difference for experience levels when comparing beginning 

and advanced Karate students while performing an imaginary Karate horizontal 

arm lift. Perhaps the difference in findings is related to the nature of the 

task. The bicep curl may be a simple and familiar motor skill. Use of the 

this movement occurs quite often during the course of a day (lifting books, 



bags, etc.). Whereas Karate movements are not generally performed in 

activities other than Karate. Perhaps the distinction between experienced 

and inexperienced weight trainers (in terms of the bicep curl exercise) is 

not appropriate. 

The hypothesis that during imagery, EMG activity of a heavy bicep 

curl would be greater than EMG activity of a moderate curl which would 

in turn be greater than EMG activity of a light bicep curl was also rejected. 

This relationship was hypothesized because during actual physical performance, 

EMG activity increased in a stair-stepwise fashion. One would expect imagery 

experiences to react in the same manner if the "ideo motor" principle is 

an appropriate explanation for imagined activities. This assumption was 

not supported based upon statistical analysis. 

A possible explanation for the difference in results between the 

present study and earlier studies is the variation in how pre-imagery baselines 

were measured. The previous research (Suinn, 1980; Hale, 1982; Robinson 

and Harris, 1985) incorporated the use of relaxation prior to recording a 

baseline and to imagining. The present study compared "normal" resting 

baselines (sitting quietly in an upright position) to imagery scores and no 

significant differences were found. Perhaps the difference in EMG activity 

(pre-imagery to imagery) is so minor that it will only be significant when 

compared to a deeply relaxed state. 

The decision to not have subjects relax prior to imagery was based 

on findings provided by Gray, Haring, and Banks (1984). These researchers 

suggested that relaxation prior to imagery may not be appropriate at all 

times. They propose that imagery of tasks involving high levels of arousal 
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during physical performance may be more effective if higher levels of arousal 

are used during imagery. Since physical performance of the bicep curl requires 

high levels of arousal, this researcher felt that relaxation would not be beneficial. 

However, the decision to not use relaxation prior to performance 

of imagery may have confounded the results of this study. Very large standard 

deviations can be seen in table 5, and these may have been a direct result 

of this decision. Perhaps relaxing prior to mental practice would have eliminated 

these large standard deviations, and thus the results of this study may have 

been different. It is possible that the large standard deviations masked 

any significant differences which may hve actually occurred. Perhaps in 

the studies performed by Hale (1982) and Robinson and Harris (1985), relaxation 

prior to imagery eliminated large standard deviations during the baseline 

recording and thus significant differences were evident. 

The second analysis of the EMG physiological data covaried the 

imagery difference score with a physical score. This analysis was done because 

examination of the physical EMG data across the four treatment conditions 

showed differences amongst some of the treatments and it was thought 

that these differences might have affected the imagery results (see figures 

1, 2, and 3). Even though all subjects were theoretically lifting equal weights, 

patterns of physical muscular involvement appeared to differ between the 

three groups experienced in weight training and the inexperienced weight 

trainers. Thus, the second analysis was conducted to assure that the failure 

to find a treatment effect using the first imagery difference score analysis 

was not merely an artifact of different EMG levels during physical performance. 

This covariance analysis, however, yielded essentially the same results as 

the first difference score analysis. 
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A major topic of concern when evaluating EMG activity during 

imagery (other than comparison of different variables affecting imagery; 

e.g. imagery orientation) is whether support for the "ideo motor" principle 

is presented. One problem with previous research investigating the "ideo 

motor" principle is that during imagery, researchers only monitored the 

muscles directly involved in the imagery (or those that would be most directly 

involved in physical performance of the skill). Suinn (1980) recorded EMG 

activity from the legs of skiers during imagery of a specified course. Hale 

(1982) monitored the dominant bicep while imagery of a bicep curl was being 

performed. The question raised is: Was the higher EMG activity in the 

appropriate muscles due to a localized or generalized effect? In the previous 

studies, general arousal of the entire body could be ruled out as possible 

cause for their findings. No comparison was made to determine whether 

or not "neutral" muscles (muscles not directly involved in the activity) were 

activated during imagery. A more appropriate method of investigation would 

be to monitor "neutral" muscles in order to allow for comparison of activation 

occurring in these muscles to muscles directly involved in performance of 

an activity. 

The current study attempted to use two "active" muscles as well 

as two "neutral" muscles. The original design of the study involved monitoring 

of the following muscles: dominant biceps brachii, dominant triceps brachii, 

opposite triceps brachii, and the frontalis muscle. The frontalis muscle 

was dropped from the study when the leads recording the electrical activity 

from the frontalis muscle broke during testing of the fifth subject. All data 



previously gathered indicated that the lead had been malfunctioning prior 

to subject five. It was hoped that the non-dominant tricep muscle would 

also serve as a "neutral" muscle. In actuality, its activation during physical 

practice was essentially the same as the dominant tricep. A possible reason 

for the tricep reacting in this manner is the bilateral transfer effect. This 

effect "refers to the ability of the nervous system to transfer some of the 

effects achieved by training one part of the body to the bilaterally opposite 

part" (Klafs and Arnheim, 1977). Thus, while working the dominant arm, 

the non-dominant arm also may be affected. 

The present study attempted to test several hypothesis, including 

the hypothesis that EMG activity during imagery of a bicep curl would approximate 

EMG activity of the actual performance of a bicep curl, but at a lower microvolt 

level. The investigator is not comfortable, however, with rejecting this 

hypothesis based upon analysis that only separately examined each muscle's 

EMG activity. In order to fully analyze these hypotheses, comparison of 

EMG activation "patterns" across muscles (physical to mental) during performance 

of the bicep curl should be made. Since it was not possible to find a statistical 

tool to analyze these patterns, they were examined descriptively. Mean 

scores for the physical and mental performance of the bicep curl by treatment 

groups are presented in figures 1, 2, and 3. The opposite tricep was not 

included in the graphing because it was believed that looking at the muscles 

most directly involved in the performance of a bicep curl would show the 

most meaningful pattern. The EMG "patterns" across groups are not consistent 

with the statistical results showing no differences across muscles or groups. 
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Figures 1, 2, and 3 indicate a trend for Internal and External Imagery groups' 

EMG patterns (during imagery) to more closely approximate the EMG patterns 

recorded during physical performance of the skill, in that during both physical 

and imagery performance, the bicep was involved to a greater extent than 

the tricep. The other groups (No Imagery/Experienced Weight Training 

and No Imagery/No Weight Training) showed a different trend. The No 

Imagery/Experienced Weight Training group's physical pattern closely approximated 

the experienced imager's physical patterns, (all groups being experienced 

weight lifters) however, during imagery, the muscle pattern reversed (tricep 

activated more than the bicep). The No Imagery/No Weight Training groups 

patterning seemed to deviate most from the other groups. During physical 

performance, the three experienced weight training groups showed very 

similar patterns, while the inexperienced weight training group had patterns 

with a completely different trend, tricep activated more than the bicep 

(in the light weight condition). As the weight increased, the muscles appeared 

to react physically in the same fashion (bicep activated more than the tricep), 

only to a lesser degree. When looking at the pattern occurring during imagery, 

a reversal occurred in terms of muscular involvement. The light weight 

condition (imagery) resulted in the bicep being activated more than the 

tricep. In the moderate and heavy conditions the relationship of muscular 

involvement was appropriate, but not to the same extent as the subjects 

trained in imagery. Thus, in terms of physical performance the experienced 

weight trainers have more similar patterns and when a shift occurs to the 

imagery mode of practice, the groups most likely to closely approximate 

the physical pattern of muscle involvements are the imagery trained groups. 
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The fact that the muscles appear to react in the same manner 

during imagery and physical performance would tend to disagree with the 

concept of generalized arousal of the body during imagery (Feltz and Landers, 

1983). If a general arousal of the body was occurring, one would expect 

both muscle groups to react in the same manner (bicep activation approximately 

equal to tricep activation). The results of this study may have been different 

if statistics looking at differences and similarities between the physical 

and imagery rehearsal patterns could have been conducted. 

Major Findings 

Taking into account the relatively small sample size, the following 

major findings of this investigation must be viewed carefully. 

1. Imagery experience conditions (internal and external) were 

not significantly different from conditions with no imagery experience when 

comparing electrical activity in the muscles during imagery of a bicep curl. 

2. The internal imagery condition was not significantly different, 

in terms of EMG response, from the external imagery group during imagery 

performance. 

3. Variations in imagined weight conditions (light, moderate, 

heavy) during imagery did not have a significant effect on EMG activity. 

4. Vividness and controllability of imagery appears to improve 

with increased demand during imagery (weight increases). 

5. Experienced imagers, regardless of their mode of imagery 

(internal and external), report clearer (more vivid) and more controllable 

images. 
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6. Weight training experience did not significantly affect muscular 

activity during imagery. That is, during imagery experienced weight trainers 

did not experience higher EMG levels than inexperienced weight trainers. 

7. For inexperienced imagers with no weight training experience, 

an inverse relationship was found between reported amount of "feel" in the 

dominant biceps and actual physiological innervation of the muscle during 

imagery. 

8. Self-report of imagery experience does not correlate with 

actual physiological data. 

Conclusion 

The results in which the physiological imagery data are compared 

to the baseline values, indicate a lack of support for the "ideo-motor" principle. 

The results of the questionnaire (self-report of imagery) also support the 

lack of significant differences. Thus, the questionnaire and physiological 

data are in agreement. What seems to raise a question are the correlational 

results. These results indicate no relationship between the physiological 

and subjective data, thus indicating that little confidence can be placed 

on the validity of subjects' self-reports of EMG activation. If researchers 

want to know what is occurring within the muscles during imagery, measurement 

of EMG activity should be done rather than self-report. 

Though lack of support for the "ideo motor"principle was presented 

here with the statistical analysis, this investigator believes that the information 

presented in figures 1, 2, and 3 tend to support and "ideo motor" theory. 
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These figures indicate that future researchers should consider measuring 

a number of muscles, both "active"and "neutral", rather than just a single 

muscle. Patterning from physical to imagery performance should then be 

examined. 

Recommendations 

Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations 

become apparent for futher research. 

1. The comparison of physical and mental EMG patterns across 

a variety of muscles should be examined. 

2. Further studies should utilize the use of a "neutral" muscle, 

to test for general innervation of the entire body during imagery. 

3. Relaxation prior to imagery may prove to be an artifact when 

analyzing the "ideo motor" principle. Comparison of long relaxation periods 

to sitting quietly for a briefer time prior to imagery should be investigated 

to find its effect on imagery. 

4. Further research utilizing a more complex, skilled motor skill 

should be conducted. This would allow one to find a "neutral" muscle with 

greater ease and would permit a more thorough investigation of EMG patterning. 
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Appendix A 

Imagery Assessment Questionnaire 

Name: 

Telephone: 

The following questions are designed to provide me with a better understanding 
of weight training and imagery strategies. Please answer them as accurately 
as possible, indicating your own personal patterns (whether or not they are what 
you might prefer or recommend for others). If your answers to this questionnaire 
indicate that you may be a possible subject for this research project, someone 
may be phoning you in the future to ask for further participation. Your name 
and phone number will remain confidential. Thank you for taking the time and 
effort to share this information with me. 

1. Have you ever used visual imagery (mental picture rehearsal) before? 

2. To what extent do you use visual imagery (mental pictures) in your weight 
training? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

a. yes 
b. no 

Not 
At All 

Very 
Extensively 

3. A. To what extent do you use mental imagery in other aspects of sport 
performance? 

0 1 
Not 
At All 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  
Very 

Extensively 

B. If so, what type of sport performance do you use visual imagery in? 
(be specific) 
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4. When you practice something mentally, do you "see" yourself as an external 
observer would (e.g., from a distance, with your entire body visible, like 
a person on a television screen) or do you "see" things as you would normally 
(i.e., through your eye sockets, with such body parts as your face and neck 
unseen)? That is, in mental practice, do you try to get inside your body 
and experience the sensations involved or do you try to get outside your 
body and view yourself as a coach or trainer might? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Exclusively Equal Exclusively 
Inside Mixture Outside 

5. How vivid or clear are your mental images? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Unclear Vivid 

6. How controllable are your mental images, i.e., do they do what you want? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Uncontrollable Controllable 
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Appendix B 

Imagery Assessment and 

Weight Training Questionnaire 

Name: 

Telephone: 

The following questions are designed to provide me with a better understanding 
of weight training and imagery strategies. Please answer them as accurately 
as possible, indicating your own personal patterns (whether or not they are what 
you might prefer or recommend for others). If your answers to this questionnaire 
indicate that you may be a possible subject for this research project, someone 
may be phoning you in the future to ask for further participation. Your name 
and phone number will remain confidential. Thank you for taking the time and 
effort to share this information with me. 

1. How many times a week do you spend weight training? 

2. How long have you been weight training regularly (at least two times a week)? 

a. have never weight trained regularly 
b. less than 3 months 
c. 3 to 6 months 
d. 6 months or more 
e. 1 year or more 
f. not currently training, previously trained times a week for 

months 
approximate date training ended 

3. Have you ever used visual imagery (mental picture rehearsal) before? 

a. yes 
b. no 

4. To what extent do you use visual imagery (mental pictures) in your weight 
training? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not Very 
At All Extensively 
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5. A. To what extent do you use mental imagery in other aspects of sport 
performance? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not Very 
At All Extensively 

B. If so, what type of sport performance do you use visual imagery in? 
(be specific) 

6. How vivid or clear are your mental images? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Unclear Vivid 

7. How controllable are your mental images, i.e., do they do what you want? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Uncontrollable Controllable 
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Appendix C 

Practice Evaluation Questionnaire 

Name: 

Telephone: 

1. In the past three weeks, circle the number of practice sessions in which 
you completed the specified amount of physical bicep curls. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

2. In the past three weeks, circle the number of practice sessions in which 
you completed the specified amount of imagined bicep curls. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

3. Rate your imagery in the practice sessions on the following scale, where 
Exclusively Inside refers to seeing things as you normally would (e.g., through 
your eye sockets, with such body parts as your face and neck unseen) and 
Exclusively Outside refers to seeing yourself as an external observer would 
(e.g., from a distance, with your entire body visible, like on a television 
screen or videotape). 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Exclusively Equal Exclusively 
Inside Mixture Outside 

4. How vivid or clear were your mental images? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Unclear Clear 

5. How controllable were your mental images (i.e., did they do what you want?) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Uncontrollable Controllable 
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Appendix D 

Imagery Style Questionnaire 

Name: 

Telephone: 

1. Rate your imagery in this session on the following scale, where: Exclusively 
Inside refers to seeing things as you normally would (e.g., through our eye 
sockets, with such body parts as your face and neck unseen) and Exclusively 
Outside refers to seeing yourself as an external observer would (e.g., from 
a distance, with your entire body visible, like a movie character). 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Exclusively Equal Exclusively 
Inside Mixture Outside 

2. Did you "feel" your bicep muscle (of the dominant arm) tensing during imagery? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not Very 
At All Extensively 

3. Did you "feel" your bicep muscles (of the non-dominant arm) tensing during 
imagery? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not Very 
At All Extensively 

4. During imagery, did you feel as if your total body was tightening? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not Very 
At All Extensively 

5. During imagery, did you feel your bicep muscle increasing in tension as the 
weights became heavier? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Not Very 
At All Extensively 

6. How vivid or clear were your mental images with the different weights? 
Light Weight 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Unclear Clear 
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Moderate Weight 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Unclear Clear 

Heavy Weight 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Unclear Clear 

7. How controllable were your mental images at the different weights (i.e., 
do they do what you want?)? 

Light Weight 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Uncontrollable Controllable 

Moderate Weight 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

Very Very 
Uncontrollable Controllable 

Heavy Weight 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Very 
Uncontrollable Controllable 

8. Overall was it difficult to maintain concentration during your imagery? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Very Not 
Difficult At All 
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Appendix E 

Weight Training Students' 

Informed Consent Form 

I, , understand that: 

a. I am voluntarily participating in this project to complete this questionnaire 

and training, and within so doing will complete similar follow-up questionnaries 

and physiological testing three weeks following the start of training; 

b. The procedures and techniques involved in the physiological testing and 

training will be of no risk to my well-being; 

c. All my data will be kept confidential and will not be released to anyone; and 

d. I may withdraw at any time without negative consequences or repercussions. 

(signature) 

Psychology Students' 

Informed Consent Form 

I, , understand that: 

a. 1 am voluntarily participating in this project to complete this questionnaire 

and physical strength test, and within so doing will complete similar follow-up 

questionnaries, physical strength test, and physiological testing three weeks 

following the completion of the initial questionnaire; 

b. The procedures and techniques involved in the physical strength testing 

and physiological testing and training will be of no risk to my well-being; 

c. All my data will be kept confidential and will not be released to anyone; and 

d. I may withdraw at any time without negative consequences or repercussions. 

(signature) 
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